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Computer Program Descriptions

Program for Investigating Minimax

Optimality Conditions

PURPOSE : This program is a package of subprograms which

investigates the optimality of a design or a pro-

posed solution to an approximation problem in
the minimax sense.

LANGUAGE : Fortran Version 2,3 and Scope Version 3.4 for the
CDC 6400 computer; 721 cards, including com-
ments.

AUTHORS : J. W. Bandler and T. V. Srinivasan, Department

of Electrical Engineering, McMaster University,
Hamilton, Ont., Canada.

AVAILABILITY: ASIS/NAPS Document No. NAPS-02096. List-

ing also available from J, W. Bandler at

$15,00,
DESCRIPTION: The program is designed to test a solution for the

necessary conditions for a minimax optimum by
two different formulations. One uses a linear programming approach,
and the other the solution of a set of linear independent equations.

CONDITIONS FOR A MINIMAX OPTIMUM [1]

Let$l(~), J=l, . . . , n, be w discrete maxima in descending mag-
nitude at a given point ~ in a k-parameter space. If jh (4), J = 1, . “ “ , &

are taken as equal, then for ~ to satisfy the necessary con~ltions for a
minimax optimum, there exist UI 20 for J =1, . . . , k, such that

gu, =l. (2)

When testing the conditions for optimality at a point + we at-
tempt to solve (1) and (2) for k,= 1, 2, . , . until for a value of

k,* (<n,) (1) and (2) are satisfied. If this is not possible then the
necessary conditions are not satisfied.

Method 1

Equations (1) and (2) are solved here by minimizing z.Q+.+1>0
such that (2) is satisfied and

Linear programming ensures that UJZO for 1= 1, 2, 0, 0, k,+,.

(3)
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Method 2

Here, we solve a set of linearly independent equations

(4)
1-1 tilj,

and (2), where J is a suitable subset of {1, 2, . . . , k}.
There is no guarantee, however, that ZJI~0 for 1=1, . . . . k,.

When k, – 1 is greater than the number of elements of J, the system
of (2) and (4) has more unknowns than equations, and we use Method
1 to get the w.

The program package can be called from the user’s main program

and either of the two, or both of the methods, can be used to test the

optimality conditions. The user can either specify the value of k, or a

tolerance relative to $j within which some of the jzt “ . “ t jkr lie. The

necessary conditions for optimafity are satisfied when the norm Ilrll

of the residual vector

%
r = ~ u2V~g

1=1

for m,= 1, .0 s , k. falls within a user-specified value e for w >0 and
(2) is satisfied, in which case a logical variable OPTIM is Set.TRUE -.

The output list consists of the variables m,, ut(l = 1, . . . . m,), 7,
Ilrll and OPTIM.

REQUIRED SUBPROGRAMS

The user has to have a subprogram by which the discrete values of

n, functi~ns ~Z (arranged in descending magnitude) and their deriva-
tives (Vg~)~ with respect to the parameters A, & “ “ “ , d~ are ex-

plicitly available. The package uses the following subroutines, the
listings of which are available as indicated in [2]- [6].

ARRAY converts data array from single to double &lmension or vice

versa [2] while MINV inverts a matrix and calculates its determinant

[3]. MFGR determines the rank and linearly independent rows and
columns of a given matrix [4]. SIMPLE is a linear-program solving
subroutine [5], [6], and SOLVE solves a set of linear simultaneous
equations [7].

COMMENTS

The package has been programmed to handle any number of vari-
able parameters and discrete maxima. This program was run and

tested on a CDC 6400 computer. The package requires roughly
40000 octal units of computer memory fork= 1S and 2,= 15.
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